Premium Light Filtering Fabric
Roller Shades with Spring Roller
Installation Instructions

Email: customerservice@blindster.com
Call us: (888) 256-8672
Mon - Fri 8am - 7pm (CT)

Congratulations on purchasing a Premium Light Filtering Fabric Shade with Spring Roller from Blindster.
This shade will liven up any room while also cutting down on harsh sunlight and UV rays. To properly install your new
window treatment, please follow the instructions below.

Step 1: Gathering the tools you’ll need.
Before you get started on the installation process, take some time to gather any tools you’ll need to measure, level, and
secure the mounting brackets to the window frame or wall, including:
•
•
•

Screwdriver
Tape measure
Pencil

•
•
•

Drill
Drill bits
Step ladder

Step 2: Installing Your Shade Inside Your Window Frame
Note: When installing and mounting your roller shade inside your window frame, make sure the shade itself doesn’t come into contact with the top
of the window frame or any other object or obstruction when raised or lowered.

When installing the brackets inside the window frame, make sure they are evenly aligned and level and that the shade is
able to move freely between the brackets once installed.

•

Standard Roll Shades
To install a standard roll shade, attach the slotted bracket to the left side of the window frame and the bracket
with the round hole to the right side of the window frame.

•

Reverse Roll Shades
To install a reverse roll shade, install the slotted bracket on the right side of the window frame and the bracket
with the round hole on the left side of the window frame.
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Step 3: Installing Your Shade Outside of Your Window Frame
Note: For outside installations, make sure the roller shade doesn’t come into contact with the top of the window frame or any other obstruction
when the shade is being raised or lowered.

When installing the shade outside of the window frame, align, level, and space the mounting brackets an equal distance
apart and centered over the window and secure them to the wall. After you’ve attached the shade to the mounting
brackets, make sure it allows at least 1/8” of additional space between the brackets so that mechanism is able to move
freely without obstructions.

Standard Roll Shades (RR641*)

Reverse Roll Shades (RR641*)

•

Standard Roll Shades (RR641*)
To install a standard roll shade outside your window frame, attach the mounting brackets to the wall or window
frame with the locking brackets facing left. Note that these mounting brackets can also be used for ceiling
installation by rotating the foot of the brackets to the top.

•

Reverse Roll Shades (RR641*)
To install a reverse roll shade outside your window frame, attach the mounting brackets to the wall or window
frame with the locking bracket facing right. Note that these mounting brackets can also be used for ceiling
installation by rotating the foot of the brackets to the top.
*Note that shades ordered from Blindster with large diameter rolls will receive an extended version of this bracket
(RR642).
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Troubleshooting
TELESCOPING
Telescoping is when the shade gathers to one side or the other as it is rolled up. This is typically a leveling problem,
however; you do not have to remove the shade to fix it. Solution:

First check the mounting brackets to ensure that they are aligned and level. Ensure that the roller barrel is level. Please
use a leveling device.
If the shade is leveled then there is one more thing you can do to prevent the shade from rolling up unevenly
Some fabrics have a tendency to telescope to one side or the other when being roller up. To remedy this, unroll the shade
until you can see where the fabric is attached to the roller. Place a small piece of masking tape at the attachment on the
opposite side end from where the shade is telescoping. A second or even third piece can be placed on to fix more
extreme telescoping problems.

Adjusting Roller shades Spring Tension Devices
TIGHTEN THE SPRING TENSION IN THE SHADE:
1)

Pull the shade down approximately halfway.

2)

Remove the roller shade from the brackets

3)

Roll up the shade by hand being careful to roll the shade evenly on the tube.

4)

Replace the roller shade in the brackets.

5)

Repeat if necessary until the tension is ok.

LOOSEN THE SPRING TENSION IN THE SHADE:
6)

Roll up the shade.

7)

Remove the roller shade from the brackets.

8)

Unroll the shade approximately halfway by hand.

9)

Replace the roller shade in the brackets.

10) Repeat if necessary until the tension is ok.
ADJUST A FULLY SPRUNG SPRING:
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11) Remove the roller shade from the brackets.
12) Unroll the shade halfway.
13) Use pliers to turn the pin on the spring side of the shade until you feel tension, then back off so the pawl (latch that allows
movement in only one direction) hooks onto the ratchet.
14) Loosen or tighten spring tension as necessary using the instructions above.
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